To the editor,
In a previous issue of Supportive Care in Cancer, the article from Elisavet Moschopoulou et al. [1] has indicated that symptoms of cancer-related post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) exist for many years and also affect caregivers in some head and neck cancer (HNC) patients. The authors first concluded the psychological states of HNC survivors for clinicians. As a result, some questions or ideas on its causes and solutions will follow.
As treatment for HNC survivors has been clinically meaningful in prevention of its progression, does it have any effect on patients' psychological states that will change after receiving effective therapy? So how to change, worse or better, may be a way to assess the effect of treatment of HNC on psychological states. For example, receiving treatment of HNC rather than specific psychotherapy will be beneficial for patients' psychological states, if they are mentally healthier after specific treatment of HNC than before. The decreasing ratio of patients first identified as cancer-related PTSD after treatment to the patients with anxiety or depression all the time also hints the dual improving effect on disease itself and psychological stages related with HNC. In addition, more research has suggested the high rate of PTSD in intensive care unit (ICU), and the proactive communication was showed to decrease the rate [2] . Therefore, is there structured and proactive communication with quality for patients and caregivers from attending doctors or their psychologists when the HNC treatment can not relieve or even induce more serious anxious or depressed state? After all, one of the roles of clinical research can act as clinical evidence and help clinicians make more reasonable assumption of diseases including evolution and prognosis, which is also a part of high-quality conversation. For example, I have known about the potential possibility of cancer-related PTSD in HNC patients and their caregivers after reading the article, so some assessment of initial psychological states and prospective conversation will be carried out when treating HNC patients.
